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High-end culinary festival

Maki Group set to compete
at Horeca Kuwait 2018 fest

Photos from the event

Truefaith concert regales Filipino customers

Al Mulla Exchange wraps up 2017 in style

2 begin new journey with latest Renault models

AABC awards NBK Walkathon winners
KUWAIT
CITY,
Dec
25:
Abdulmohsen Abdulaziz Al Babtain
Co (AABC), the authorized agent of
Renault in the State of Kuwait recently
presented Ibrahim Dsousky and Dan
Solo with the latest models of Renault
Koleos and Renault Megane respectively at the Renault showroom in Al
Rai.
Ibrahim Dsousky was excited to
receive the Renault Koleos, a powerful
and refined SUV that is finely tuned
with the Middle Eastern requirements
backed by a local product range. The
vehicle was specifically designed after
having undergone extensive road testing in real-world conditions over several million kilometers during its
course of development. Dan Solo, was
the lucky winner who received the
Renault Megane, a C Sedan, which is
a popular choice in this market where
dynamic compact saloon cars remain
the preferred choice among many, the
Renault Megane accommodates customers who enjoy success with a distinct social appeal, and brings with it
record breaking roominess.
Renault Al Babtain will continue to
participate in driving Kuwait’s community initiatives forward through its
commitment to encourage a healthier
and better lifestyle.
Al Babtain Group was founded in
1948 to present a model of honesty,
integrity and total dedication and to
gain bright reputation in Kuwait and
the Middle East area. Today Al
Babtain Group has licensing rights for
some of the world’s leading brands
stretching the globe from the USA to
the Far East. For more than 60 years
Al Babtain Group has experienced
continued success, and large measure
of this success came from the Group’s

KUWAIT CITY, Dec 25: Al Mulla
Exchange provided an evening of
magnificent treat to music lovers by
hosting famous Filipino band
Truefaith at the American
International School, Maidan Hawally
on Dec 22 and 23, 2017.
This was the 153rd and 154th event
organized by Al Mulla Exchange, the
leading exchange company in Kuwait.
The Chief Guest for the first day was
Vice Consul Charleson Hermosura
Charge d’Affaires and for the second
day it was Acting Labor Attache Ms
Lily Pearl Guerrero from the Embassy
of The Philippines. There was a total
of 4,000 ardent music lovers in attendance for the two day concert.
Truefaith band was formed in 1991
at the Philippines. They have become
one of the Philippines’ most popular
and accomplished bands. The band
took its name from New Order’s 1987
hit single “True Faith”, revealing the
group’s new wave origins. Under the
Viva Records label, the band has 13
best-selling albums. Their music is
best described as a blend of jazz, folk,
pop and rock music.
The artists, as expected, took the
audience on a rollicking ride of musical wave, belting out the best of their
repertoire, getting the gallery to sway
and dance. Talking to the media about
the event, Praveen Singh, Divsional
General Manager of Al Mulla
Exchange said the Filipino community is among the most valued customers, whose support and trust have
played a great role in the success of
the company. “The Filipinos are lovers of art and music, and receive such
events with a lot of excitement. This
is our humble way of expressing our
gratitude to the community.”
Further, he added that this is the season
of festivals, and we thought of adding to
the festive mood with a quality show that
people of all age groups and segments of
the society can enjoy.
It was a delight to the packed audience when Philippine Airlines
announced 3 free return tickets to
Philippines, there were some lucky
winners also announced to the surprise of the crowd assembled there.

Photos from the event

advanced flexible management style
and long term vision.
These astounding results were
achieved due to a versatile strategic
formula focusing on growth amongst
its sphere of activities; including
automotive, technology, investment,

information, industrial and Finance.
The automotive sector is the main
structure of the Al Babtain Group’s
business, which owns some of the
best selling and demanded brands in
Kuwait, in addition to heavy equipments.

KUWAIT CITY, Dec 25:
Throughout time, the competitive
spirit has always been celebrated
and anticipated, in its many different forms, cultures and contexts.
Leaders Group’s Horeca F&B and
hospitality exhibition facilitates a
domain for various professionals to
showcase their talents, skill and
innovation. Maki Group is proud to
announce their participation in the
upcoming Horeca Kuwait 2018
event, which will take place from
Jan 15 to 18, 2018, at the Kuwait
International Fairgrounds in
Mubarak Al-Abdullah, Kuwait.
Horeca stands for ‘hotel, restaurant, and café’ and is held in several
countries in the Middle East. This
high-end culinary festival features
the most renowned, leading brands
in the Food and Beverage industry.
The grand finale of the trade event
which features exhibitions, live food
competitions, and demonstrations, is
the awards ceremony which recognizes the achievements of the professional chefs who partake in the
event’s various competitions.
For Maki Group, it has almost
become a long standing tradition to
participate and compete at the
Horeca events, starting from the
year 2012, and achieve gold, silver,
and bronze medals in various categories at every event. In addition,
Maki’s Group Executive Chef
received the Boecker Food Safety
Award in the years 2012, 2013, and
2015, which is granted for superior
hygiene standards. This competition
has even become a source of inspiration for a number of highly innovative signature dishes that are currently featured at all Maki locations,
such as Sushi Jewels™ and Sushi
Symphony™.
With great anticipation and eagerness to compete, Maki Group will
be represented by 25 chefs competing in 6 different categories including; Live Sushi Competition, Asian
Cuisine, Three-plated Desserts, Cold
Canapes, Jack’s Creek Perfect (JCP)
Steak Challenge, and Mystery
Basket.
Horeca Kuwait 2018 promises to
be an exhilirating spectacle, with
‘headliner’ events such as Chocolate
Carving, Themed Celebration Cake,
and Bread Creation. Additionally,
there will be live competition events
such as the JCP Steak Challenge,
Sushi Competition, Ice Carving
Competition and many more. Join
us this year in the exciting and
invigorating world of competition in
the F&B and hospitality industry.
You can also view spectacular highlights of the competition and the
exhibition on Maki’s Instagram
Story and on Horeca’s instagram
page @horecakuwait.
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LEC focuses on the lessons that we can
learn from the Seerah of Rasoolullah
and see how we can apply them in our
lives to become winners in this world
and the next.
The objectives of the course are 1.
Understand what leadership is from the
Seerah of Rasoolullah and how to apply
it in our lives today 2. Understand the
purpose of our lives and learn to live
that purpose with conﬁdence 3. Understand the importance of connecting to
Allah and learn how to do it 4. Understand how to leverage your strengths and
overcome weaknesses 5. Understand
how to articulate your life goal and create a road map to achieve it.
For more information please visit
www.leckuwait.com or call 99514995 /
66363310.
❑
❑
❑

AWL registration: If you would

A photo from the event

like to join the American Women’s
League (AWL), please call 99039723 or
94067999 or email: kuwaitawl@yahoo.
com. All American women and wives of
Americans are welcomed.
❑
❑
❑

Chef Adrian

Chef Fernando

ABK continues its
employee training
KUWAIT CITY, Dec 25: Al Ahli
Bank of Kuwait (ABK) recently
announced its success in training the
majority of its employees through
e-learning courses to increase the
awareness of the Bank’s ‘Customer
Protection Manual’ which is aimed at
protecting the Bank’s customers.
The Head of the Complaints and
Customer Protection Unit at ABK, Ali
Bu Hamad, stated that the manual to
protect customers includes an important
set of instructions that complements the
directives and guidelines issued by the
Central Bank of Kuwait. ABK has further updated and developed new policies, procedures, internal controls and
principles that comply with the requirements in the manual, and the training is
to activate these controls and to put them
into practice for both the employees and
customers’ awareness.
The lectures and workshops that
will be presented in the coming period
represent a continuation of ABK’s
efforts to create a new cultural and
professional environment, and to reiterate the importance of customer protection. The manual contains a set of
general principles aimed at enhancing
the protection of banking customers
and creating an environment suitable
for the preservation of their rights,
which is compliant with the instructions and controls of the regulatory
bodies, particularly the Central Bank
of Kuwait.

Ugandans register with UIK: Are
you a Ugandan living and working in
Kuwait? Would you like to get in touch
with other Ugandans in Kuwait both
socially and professionally? Then please
get in touch with us. We would like to
invite you to register with the Ugandans
in Kuwait (UIK) association, an informal organization of Ugandans living and
working in Kuwait. The purpose of this
exercise is to get together as Ugandans
and to consider taking the ﬁrst steps to
establishing a more formal organisation.
This association is voluntary. It is designed to create a forum for Ugandans in
Kuwait to foster a sense of community,
to communicate more effectively with
each other and to encourage Ugandans
out here to work together. We are also
planning a celebration to mark 50 years
of Ugandan’s Independence this year. If
you have any questions regarding this
association or if you are interested in
registering, then please send us an email
at ugandansinkuwait@gmail.com. We
hope to hear from you soon.
❑
❑
❑
Free drum music classes: Free
professional drum music classes are
available at Salmiya for all age groups
from beginners to advanced by a well
experienced drum teacher. For more
details: 94974295.
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